
MEMO Dayboard is a planning tool for those of you 
who need a visual overview of the day in relation to 
the course of time.

MEMO Dayboard is used to increase predictability 
in everyday life. Knowing what is going to happen, 
as well as when it will happen, is a basic human 
need.

MEMO Dayboard consists of a magnetic 
whiteboard and two time pillars, a red one for the 
day and a blue one for the night. The different 
colours make it easy to see whether it is day or 
night. By having text and pictures on the board, you 
can see what will happen during the day. You can 
also receive a signal that reminds you of when an 
activity should take place.

Art.nr: 508820 MEMO Dayboard, 12 hr
Art.nr: 508825 MEMO Dayboard, 24 hr

A clear view of the day
MEMO Dayboard



PRINT PICTURES FROM ABILIA PRINT-IT

Via the Abilia Print-It web service, you can easily print 
out Handi-pictures in a suitable size.
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SEE WHAT WILL HAPPEN

Show the day’s events and activities by writing 
or drawing directly on the board, or by adding 
pictures. 

HELP WITH TIME MANAGEMENT

The board’s time pillars help you to keep track 
of the time of day. The dots on the time pillars 
go out as the day or night passes. By placing 
events and activities against the time pillar, 
you can see when they start or end. 

USE MAGNETS

Magnets make it easy to put up the information 
you want on the board. For example, the 
accessory contains Customisation Materials
weekday magnets and holders for your own 

BLUE LIGHT AT NIGHT

At night, the blue time pillar lights up and 
makes it easy for you to see that it is night. 
Studies show that this feature helps both 
you and your family members to sleep more 

GET REMINDERS

If you need to be aware that something 
will happen at a certain time, you can set a 
reminder in the form of an audible signal. To 
make it easier to sign the reminder, you can 
connect an external switch. 

SIMPLIFY WITH 12-HOUR DISPLAY

MEMO Dayboard is available in two models, 
where the time pillar either has a 24-hour 
or 12-hour display. The 12-hour model may 
be easier to use, as it corresponds to daily 

ACCESSORIES ART NR

Customisation material 508785

Table stand 508794

Lockable door 508796

Pen Holder 508795

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Size 713 x 392 x 32 mm

Weight 3,8 kg

Power cord 9 V DC, 1A

PRODUCT ART NR

MEMO Dayboard      
- 12-hour version 508820

MEMO Dayboard 
- 24-hour version 508825

MEMO Dayboard is a CE-marked medical technology device.


